ASME University of Cincinnati Student and Professional Sections
Topic: Build an awesome Network and a great Team

All Student members and Professional Member are invited to attend in-person or virtually.
Location: University of Cincinnati, Baldwin Hall Room 755, Cincinnati, OH 45219
Date: October 25th
Time: 6:00 PM
Parking: University of Cincinnati parking garages

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/74878121048?pwd=o2snKCZ1xTXsshQZtBw4ziEITAATrv.1

Biography:
Jeff Wilson, a mission driven entrepreneur, is pioneering the way corporations protect their employees from hearing loss. With a background in corporate leadership and sales, his career expands over several industries including facility services, healthcare, and software. Jeff worked his way up from an entry-level position to starting an investor back Artificial Intelligent and Internet-of-things (IoT) company. With the help of multiple University of Cincinnati Mechanical Engineering Applied Science alumni, he was able to transform an idea. The development process included prototyping, protecting Intellectual Property (IP), and signing contracts with publicly traded companies.

Abstract for Presentation:
Jeff Wilson will talk about finding your passion and the power of networking to help accomplish your professional goals. Learn how to build your professional brand, understand your skills & weaknesses and how to build a team of complementing talent around you.

Jeff Wilson found his passion through a desire to help people who are in a similar situation to his father. Wilson quoted, “My dad unknowingly sacrificed his hearing from working in a factory to pay himself through college 40+ years ago. My dad has struggled my entire life with Noise Induced Hearing Loss – he doesn’t deserve to live with this daily struggle and my goal is to prevent this from happening to other hardworking men & women like my father.”

About the Company:
Soundtrace is digital transformation company with an Artificial Intelligence and IoT technology that is revolutionizing the way employers detect & protect their employees from hearing loss. Hearing loss is the most common occupational disease in the United States and a leading disease throughout the world. Globally 1.5 billion people suffer from hearing loss, and it’s estimated at least 16%-24% of hearing loss was caused from work. Hearing loss is a serious injury that can lead to dementia, depression, anxiety, tinnitus, social isolation, and other health issues.

For more information visit www.soundtrace.com.